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I represent the residents of Saxon Shore and have consulted extensively with residents on the local 

plan through: 

- A series of Public meetings 

- A number of questionnaires and polls 

- Social media debate and surgeries  

- Personal meetings, letters  and conversations with residents 

I declare that the representations made here are a clear reflection of the majority of those who have 

participated in all the above. My viewpoint is therefore to support wholeheartedly their aims and 

position.  

 

Executive summary 

Saxon Shore Residents overwhelmingly support: 

- No further allocated development in Aldington thus they oppose MC 94  and MC95 

Reasons:  

- degree and scale of unplanned development in the past 10 years Lack of sensible and tangible 

investment in infrastructure  

- Drip drip erosion of rural life through damage to wildlife settings, quality of life, noise, increase 

in population and general effect of cumulative development.  

 

- Residents resolutely oppose development in Brook and MC96  

Reasons: 

- The village is located in an isolated area, with no shops, no bus services, poor broadband and 

internet, and more that 3 miles from the next nearest village- clearly considered unsustainable 

and isolated as per the NPPF. 

-  

- Residents in Brabourne and Smeeth welcome development that is in keeping with the rural 

setting and of a scope commensurate with measured expansion. With policy MC42 strong 

objections remain. 

- Reasons: 

-  based on the road accesses being very narrow and again due to the fact that these sites do not 

deliver local homes. Of the Local needs housing survey 2011 for the area, almost no local needs 



homes have been delivered from the 40 or so identified, and yet market homes continue to be 

developed adding inward migration. 

 

Policy HOU3a  

The current position of this policy is not supported. 

There is no limit essentially within the policy on the number of such sites that could be brought forward 

within the plan period, which could mean numerous small developments that again erode rural 

characteristics. The adoption of the Landscape protection policy would help to add an additional layer of 

protection to the intrinsic and special charateristics of the area.  

5.60 speaks of the need for reliance on a good public transport network. 

Saxon Shore villages suffer from poor public transport services, with 2 villages with no services at all, 

(Brook and Hastingleigh) and the most well connected village of them all, Aldington still with no services 

at the weekends, and limited services during the day. 

The changes made to this policy open up many previously considered isolated areas and is not 

supported by residents in the ward of Saxon Shore.  

Policy HOU4 – Residential windfall  

This policy is supported by the villages and backed up by the villages desire to see their own landscape 

Protection Policy included in the local plan – this proposed policy mitigates against the effects of 

cumulative development on an eare often seen when blanket policies are inflicted on an area. Policy 

HOU4  clarifies that rural areas with no facilities would not be considered as suitable for development – 

thus removing villages such as Brook, Bilsington, and the Landscape Protection Policy, would add further 

protection to this for the area.  

 

 The Landscape Protection Policy  

Please see the enclosed representations by Peter Brett on behalf of the Ward of Saxon Shore and other 

villages.  

The Villages within Saxon Shore overwhelmingly support a policy in the local plan that seeks to make 

tangible many of the  somewhat vague comments within the plan about protection of the characteristics 

of certain areas. Origionally, ABC agreed to enshrine this in policy, and indeed it has been included, if 

somehat diluted.  

policy ENV3 in the draft Local Plan that now incorporates a new criterion that proposals shall 

demonstrate particular regard for  “Any non-designated, locally-identified, significant landscape 

features justified in a Parish Plan or equivalent document” 



This seeks to reflect  the opportunity for local communities to identify any specific local features that are 
not already protected by some form of designation and promote that they should be given particular 
consideration when proposals are made.  This does not however go far enough in seeking to  require 
developers to demonstrate how their plans integrate and indeed  do not damage the rural setting and it 
in no way mitigates against the effect of cumulative development that could be a result of policy HOU3 
and 4  

 
Residents would like to see the  Landscape Protection policy included in its entirety 

 

Cllr Jane Martin 

31.08.17 


